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Abstract. Arctic and subarctic regions are amongst the most
susceptible regions on Earth to global warming and climate
change. Understanding and predicting the impact of climate
change in these regions require a proper process representa-
tion of the interactions between climate, carbon cycle, and
hydrology in Earth system models. This study focuses on
land surface models (LSMs) that represent the lower bound-
ary condition of general circulation models (GCMs) and
regional climate models (RCMs), which simulate climate
change evolution at the global and regional scales, respec-
tively. LSMs typically utilize a standard soil configuration
with a depth of no more than 4 m, whereas for cold, per-
mafrost regions, field experiments show that attention to deep
soil profiles is needed to understand and close the water and
energy balances, which are tightly coupled through the phase
change. To address this gap, we design and run a series
of model experiments with a one-dimensional LSM, called
CLASS (Canadian Land Surface Scheme), as embedded in
the MESH (Modélisation Environmentale Communautaire –
Surface and Hydrology) modelling system, to (1) character-
ize the effect of soil profile depth under different climate con-
ditions and in the presence of parameter uncertainty; (2) as-
sess the effect of including or excluding the geothermal flux
in the LSM at the bottom of the soil column; and (3) develop
a methodology for temperature profile initialization in per-
mafrost regions, where the system has an extended memory,
by the use of paleo-records and bootstrapping. Our study area
is in Norman Wells, Northwest Territories of Canada, where
measurements of soil temperature profiles and historical re-

constructed climate data are available. Our results demon-
strate a dominant role for parameter uncertainty, that is of-
ten neglected in LSMs. Considering such high sensitivity to
parameter values and dependency on the climate condition,
we show that a minimum depth of 20 m is essential to ade-
quately represent the temperature dynamics. We further show
that our proposed initialization procedure is effective and ro-
bust to uncertainty in paleo-climate reconstructions and that
more than 300 years of reconstructed climate time series are
needed for proper model initialization.

1 Introduction

Arctic and subarctic regions are amongst the most suscepti-
ble on Earth to climate change (IPCC, 2013; Hinzman et al.,
2005). For example, shrub expansion into the tundra regions
(Sturm et al., 2001), permafrost thaw (Connon et al., 2014;
Rowland et al., 2010), and glacier retreat (Marshall, 2014)
are some of the current manifestations of climate change.
All these changes are triggered by the interaction of cli-
mate, the carbon cycle, and hydrology in response to global
warming (Schuur et al., 2015). These effects are expected
to be exacerbated due to global warming trends in the com-
ing years (IPCC, 2013; Slater and Lawrence, 2013; Lawrence
and Slater, 2005). Therefore, being able to evaluate and as-
sess the impact of climate change in cold regions is a pri-
mary concern for the scientific community, stakeholders, and
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First Nations communities in northern regions. The signifi-
cance of this problem in Canada has led to the creation of
the Changing Cold Regions Network (DeBeer et al., 2015;
http://www.ccrnetwork.ca, last access: 5 September 2017),
which aims to provide improved science and modelling to
address these concerns.

Earth system models are essential tools for evaluating the
impacts of climate change. At global and regional scales,
general circulation models (GCMs) and regional climate
models (RCMs) are used to simulate climate change evolu-
tion. Land surface models (LSMs) are used with GCMs and
RCMs (coupled or offline) to represent the hydrological pro-
cesses associated with the lower boundary condition of the
atmosphere. These models typically represent the coupled
energy and water balance in the soil, based on numerical so-
lution of the Richards equation and using a relatively coarse
vertical discretization.

In general, a standard soil configuration with a depth of no
more than 4 m is used in all LSMs that are commonly imple-
mented in GCMs and RCMs (see for example the compari-
son made by Slater and Lawrence, 2013, for the soil config-
uration depth (SCD) in LSMs implemented in some GCMs).
The typical boundary conditions to solve the energy and wa-
ter balance in the soil column are (1) the exchanges with
atmosphere at the top, (2) no lateral exchange of water or
energy with the surrounding grids (only vertical fluxes), and
(3) no heat flux at the bottom of the soil.

For moderate climate conditions and at the spatial scales
on which these models are commonly applied, the above
depth and boundary conditions are commonly deemed to be
sufficient to capture the intra-annual variability in the en-
ergy and water balance. However, for cold regions, where
the energy balance is closely related to the water balance
through the phase change (Woo, 2012), deeper soil config-
urations and more representative boundary conditions are
needed. A deeper soil profile in a model can result in a more
accurate process representation as it allows the heat signal
to propagate to deeper soil layers and hence avoids erro-
neous near-surface states and fluxes, such as overheating or
over-freezing during summer and winter, respectively (e.g,
Lawrence et al., 2008; Stevens et al., 2007). An alternative
to modelling a deeper soil profile is the incorporation of a
rigorous lower boundary condition that adaptively changes
with time and includes a geothermal heat flux (Hayashi et
al., 2007). Developing and incorporating a dynamic lower
boundary condition is, however, impractical in most cases
due to lack of adequate data; in addition, the geothermal heat
flux is usually ignored in LSMs, as its effects on temperature
dynamics within the upper 20–30 m of soil are considered
negligible on century timescales (Nicolsky et al., 2007).

The aforementioned challenges and shortcomings have
been recognized by the climate, permafrost, and hydrology
community. For climate models, Slater and Lawrence (2013),
Alexeev et al. (2007), Nicolsky et al. (2007), and Stevens et
al. (2007) have disputed the validity of GCM future projec-

tions due to the shallow soil profile depth in LSMs for the
reasons stated above. There have been studies of how the
spatial distribution of permafrost is improved by including
deeper soil configurations in an LSM. For example, Paquin
and Sushama (2015) considered a 65 m deep soil configura-
tion for the arctic region with a spin-up period of 200 years
through recycling the 1970–1999 period in the Canadian
RCM, which uses Canadian Land Surface Scheme (CLASS)
(Verseghy, 1991) as the LSM, and showed an improved spa-
tial distribution of permafrost. Zhang et al. (2003, 2006,
2008) used a thermal soil model that includes soil water bal-
ance and showed the importance of considering deep soil
configurations. In the context of LSMs, Troy et al. (2012)
simulated river basins in northern Eurasia using a 50 m soil
configuration with a spin-up of 500 years by recycling the
1901–2001 period 5 times. Decharme et al. (2013), who ap-
plied the ISBA model to the whole of France, concluded that
an 18 m depth was needed to properly simulate the energy
and water balance.

In addition, deeper soil/rock configurations possess ex-
tended system memories, and, as such, particular care should
be taken to properly define the initial conditions for the sub-
surface system. The presence of significant non-stationarity
in climate and hydrology further complicates the process of
model initialization, as it leads to significant changes to the
statistical properties and envelope of variability of forcings
(Razavi et al., 2015). Due to such non-stationarity, it may
be inadvisable to initialize a model by recycling the (typi-
cally short) historical records (i.e., repeating the simulation
over the same period multiple times and using the final model
state of one run as the initial state of the next run), as imple-
mented in Troy et al. (2012) or Paquin and Sushama (2015);
such practice, in particular, may result in serious misrepre-
sentation of soil processes, because the significant warming
trend in the historical records of cold regions leads to unreal-
istically warmer soil states after each cycle. Together, these
reasons highlight the pressing need for multi-century-long
hydroclimatic records to include past non-stationarity that
may affect the present state and flux variables. Proxy records
such as tree rings can provide a vehicle to reconstruct long
hydroclimatic time series, typically at annual to multi-year
timescales (Razavi et al., 2016).

The sensitivity of LSMs to initial conditions and the ini-
tialization methods has been the focus of several studies (e.g.,
Yang et al., 1995; Rodell et al., 2005; Shrestha and Houser,
2010). However, most of these works have focused on rel-
atively shallow soil profiles located in areas other than cold
regions. An exception is the work of Ednie et al. (2008) that
illustrated the need for a suitable model initialization proce-
dure to properly simulate soil thermal profiles in permafrost
regions and applied a simplified thermal model of soil by us-
ing reconstructed past climate variables.

Despite significant advances, as briefly outlined above, the
appropriate soil configuration depth in land surface mod-
elling of cold regions remains an open question. This ques-
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tion is further complicated by the fact that parameter uncer-
tainty is typically ignored in LSMs, and parameter values are
usually collected from look-up tables based on land cover
and soil maps (Mendoza et al., 2015). Related to this, there
have been some previous efforts for “sensitivity analysis” of
model outputs to parameters (Razavi and Gupta, 2015) but
these have been mainly limited to comparisons of different
cover types (e.g., Paquin and Sushama, 2015; Yang et al.,
1995) with some few exceptions (e.g., Bastidas et al., 2006).

In this paper, we focus on the three interrelated aspects of
LSMs, namely soil depth, parameter uncertainty, and initial-
izations, together to address the above question. Unlike the
previous studies that focus on each aspect in isolation, this
study looks at their joint and individual effects. We set up
a series of systematic modelling experiments with the fol-
lowing three objectives to (1) identify the appropriate SCD
for a given LSM and location in the presence of uncertainty
in model parameter values and climate conditions, (2) assess
the significance of including or excluding geothermal flux as
the lower boundary condition in an LSM, and (3) develop
an initialization procedure for LSMs in cold regions based
on paleo-reconstructions of climate variables and statistical
bootstrapping.

2 Methods

To advance our understanding and modelling capability of
soil moisture and energy dynamics in permafrost regions, we
developed two series of numerical experiments for a study
area located in the Northwest Territories, Canada, where ob-
servations of soil temperature at several depths and historical
reconstructed climate data are available.

2.1 Study area and data

The experimental test case is located at Norman Wells, in the
Mackenzie Valley, Northwest Territories, Canada (Fig. 1).
Based on the Permafrost Map of Canada (Geological Sur-
vey of Canada, 2000), the area is located in a zone of ex-
tensive discontinuous permafrost. The land cover is charac-
terized by moss lichen groundcover, ericaceous shrubs, and
black spruce and tamarack trees (Smith et al., 2004). The
subsurface is formed by ice-rich silt clays. The climate of the
region is subarctic, according to the Köppen climate clas-
sification (Peel et al., 2007), with an average annual mean
daily temperature of −5 ◦C and average annual precipitation
of 295 mm yr−1.

This area is selected due to the availability of both soil
temperature at several depths down to 20 m (Smith et al.,
2004) and dendroclimatic reconstructions of summer air tem-
perature (Szeicz and MacDonald, 1995). These data will be
used to test the proposed methodology to define the SCD and
the initialization approach.

2.1.1 Soil temperature profiles

Annual soil temperature profiles are available based on
the maximum and minimum daily average of soil tem-
perature at several borehole locations in the Macken-
zie Valley, administrated by the Geological Survey of
Canada (Smith et al., 2004). Figure 2 shows the tem-
perature profiles for the borehole 84-1-T5 selected for
our analysis. The soil temperatures were measured at the
following depths (in metres) for the period 1985–2001:
{1.0,2.0,3.0,4.0,6.0,8.0,10.0,12.0,15.0,18.0,19.6}. The
active layer thickness, defined as the soil depth that encap-
sulates the seasonal freeze-and-thaw cycle (Woo, 2012), was
also reported and varied from 1.5 m at the beginning of the
period of record (1985) up to 3.0 m to the end of the period
(2000), showing an increasing trend in the active layer thick-
ness over time.

2.1.2 Reconstructed summer air temperature

Szeicz and MacDonald (1995) generated proxy climate
records of average summer (June–July) air temperature based
on tree rings for the period 1638–1988 in northwestern
Canada near to Norman Wells (Fig. 3). These proxy data have
been previously used by other authors (Ednie et al., 2008; Es-
per et al., 2002). For example, Ednie et al. (2008) showed that
the linear trend of proxy summer air temperature can be used
as an approximation of the linear trend of the mean annual air
temperature for the region. Following this approach, we gen-
erate a stochastic climate time series (Sect. 2.5.1) that follows
the historical reconstructions of mean annual air temperature
based on the proxy data of Szeicz and MacDonald (1995).

2.2 Design of experiments

The methodology and experiments were designed to be car-
ried out in two stages. In the first stage, we focus on the
characterization of the adequate soil profile depth for land
surface–hydrologic modelling in the permafrost regions, in
relation to climate condition and model parameterization. For
this purpose, we run a 1-D model under a variety of soil pro-
file, parameter, climate configurations, and lower boundary
conditions. This stage is referred to as “Experiment 1” in this
paper.

In the second stage, “Experiment 2”, we propose a method
to handle the presence of non-stationarity in climate and hy-
drology, in order to include effects of past non-stationarity
on the present state and flux variables. This method uti-
lizes paleo-climate reconstructions to generate long, syn-
thetic time series of climate variables for model initialization.
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Figure 1. Permafrost Map of Canada and location of the area of study. Temperature soil profiles are available at the borehole P84-1-T5
(yellow dot).

Figure 2. Permafrost Annual maximum and minimum soil temper-
ature profiles for the borehole 84-1-T5 located in Normal Wells.
Each colour represent an individual year (1985–2000).

2.3 The 1-D model

The core of the experiments is a 1-D model implemented
in MESH, Environment and Climate Change Canada’s com-
munity model (Pietronero et al., 2007). This integrates the

CLASS LSM (Verseghy et al., 1993; Verseghy, 1991), which
solves coupled energy and water balance equations for veg-
etation, snow and soil and their exchange of heat and mois-
ture with the atmosphere, and WATROF (Soulis et al., 2000)
or PDMROF (Mekonnen et al., 2014) to solve the horizon-
tal flow processes for basin-scale integration. MESH dis-
cretizes the spatial domain based on regular grid cells and
each individual cell is then subdivided in grouped response
units (GRUs) based on land cover and/or soil types. MESH
has been commonly used to simulate land surface–hydrology
processes in many cold regions (e.g., Yassin et al., 2017;
Haghnegahdar et al., 2017). The 1-D CLASS model is im-
plemented here at one grid cell, and a unique GRU was used.
The upper boundary condition of the model is formed by
atmospheric forcings. At the lower boundary condition, in
terms of heat, we include two cases: no heat flux and geother-
mal flux (only in Experiment 1) and, in terms of mass, we as-
sume the water flux that reaches the bottom of the soil profile
drains to generate base flow. The climate forcings needed are
temperature, precipitation, shortwave radiation, longwave ra-
diation, specific humidity, wind velocity, and atmospheric
pressure.

2.4 Experiment 1

A schematic representation of the modelling experiment is
illustrated in Fig. 4. Several 1-D model set-ups were imple-
mented by a combination of (1) various SCDs, (2) several
climate conditions selected to spin up the model, (3) different
values for the parameters that control hydrological processes
(water and energy balance), and (4) the inclusion or exclu-
sion of the geothermal flux as the lower boundary condition.

Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci., 22, 3295–3309, 2018 www.hydrol-earth-syst-sci.net/22/3295/2018/
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Figure 3. Reconstructed summer (June–July) air temperature based on tree rings for the period 1638–1988 along with its 15-year moving
average.

Figure 4. Schematic representation of the model experiment for Experiment 1. The model set-ups are defined as combinations of 5 different
climate conditions, 50 randomly selected sets of parameter values within their uncertainty ranges, and 17 different soil configurations. Each
model is then run in a spin-up mode for 2000 cycles. The last year of spin-up is taken to compute the daily annual maximum and minimum
soil temperature profiles and their difference is computed. The depth at which this difference becomes less than 0.1 is referred to as the
“non-oscillation depth” or hT -non-oscillation.

2.4.1 Variable soil depth configuration

For this experiment, a series of 1-D models with incremental
numbers of soil layers (corresponding to different total soil
depths) are defined. The soil configurations of the 1-D mod-
els are illustrated in Fig. 5, as well as the range from the stan-
dard CLASS configuration of three layers with a 4.1 m depth
to 20 layers corresponding to a depth of 71.59 m. The thick-
ness of each layer is increased exponentially for deeper soil
layers. A total of 17 different soil configurations are tested.

2.4.2 Climate conditions

To account for the effect of climate conditions, years 1998
(warm), 1983 (dry), 1974 (cold), 1962 (wet), and 1945 (aver-
age) (Table 1) are used with every model configuration. Each
model was run five times (for the 5 years) over 2000-year-

long sequences, each of which comprised 2000 back-to-back
repetitions of 1 of the above years. These five climate condi-
tions are defined based on temperature and precipitation ob-
tained from the WATCH FD (WCH-FD) gridded data base
of climate forcing (Weedon et al., 2011) for the period 1901–
2001 at the location of our study area. We do not use the
historical sequence of years 1901–2001 to avoid overheating
effects that could be introduced due to the warming trend of
the last century.

2.4.3 Parameter uncertainty

Three groups of parameters representing canopy, soil, and
drainage processes are perturbed within their ranges of un-
certainty to analyze their influence on SCD. Table 2 describes
all the parameters considered along with their lower and up-
per bounds of variation. Monte Carlo sampling with a uni-
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Figure 5. The variable soil configuration profiles defined for the 1-D model: number of soil layers, depth of each layer, and total depth. Each
colour represents a group of layers that are assigned the same parameter values. Panel (a) shows all the configurations and panel (b) shows a
zoom-in window of the previous panel for the first few layers. The first soil configuration (three layers) represents the standard CLASS soil
model configuration.

Table 1. Climate conditions of the 5 representative years used in
this study.

Year Precipitation Temperature Climate
(mm yr−1) (◦C) condition

1945 396 −6.5 Average
1962 667 −5.6 Wet
1974 534 −8.3 Cold
1983 252 −7.1 Dry
1998 363 −3.6 Warm

form distribution is applied to generate a collection of 50
samples for each parameter. The range of the canopy param-
eter values used represents different vegetation covers that
are present in the area based on the look-up table from the
CLASS user manual (Versegey, 2009). To set a consistent
parametrization scheme for the soil texture across the models
with different numbers of layers, we grouped layers and as-
signed the same values to the parameters of the layers in each
group. These groups are represented with different colours in
Fig. 5.

2.4.4 Lower boundary conditions: the geothermal flux

To assess the effect of the lower boundary condition on
the energy balance and soil temperature profile, an analy-
sis was made to compare two scenarios: (1) no heat flow
at the bottom of the lowest soil layer and (2) a constant
geothermal flow (called ggeo flux in CLASS). The compar-
ative analysis was carried out for the average climatic con-
dition (year 1945). All the 17 different soil configurations
and 50 sets of parameter values were tested, resulting in a
total of 850 model configurations to be run for scenario 2
above. For this scenario, the geothermal heat flow was set to
be 0.083 W m−2, based on measurements made in a borehole
in Norman Wells (Garland and Lennox, 1962).

2.4.5 Non-oscillation depth

In Experiment 1, we ran a total of {(17 SCD)×(5 climates)×
(50 parameters)+850 (with geothermal flux)}= 5100 model
combinations. In each of these model set-ups, a 2000-year
model run was performed. All the models were set with
the same initial conditions and constant temperature and liq-
uid/ice saturation soil profiles. The soil thermal profile was
defined at −3.0 ◦C and all the soil water was defined as ice
content. We assume that after the spin-up a quasi-equilibrium
between the climate conditions and the ground thermal state
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Table 2. List, description, and ranges of model parameters perturbed in this study. The values of soil texture parameters SAND, CLAY, and
ORG (denoted by *) sampled such that they sum to 100 %.

Id Name Units Lower bound Upper bound Description

1 LAMX (–) 2.0 4.0 Annual maximum leaf-area index
2 LAMN (–) 2.0 4.0 Annual minimum leaf-area index
3 ALVC (–) 0.03 0.06 Average visible albedo of the vegetation when fully leafed
4 ALIC (–) 0.2 0.34 Average near-infrared albedo of the vegetation when fully leafed
5 ROOT (m) 0.2 1.55 Root depth
6 SDEP (m) 2.0 Maximum depth Permeable depth
7 GRKF (–) 0.001 1.0 Fraction of the saturated surface soil conductivity moving in the hori-

zonal direction
8 KSAT (m s−1) 0.0001 5.5 Saturated surface soil hydraulic conductivity
9 SAND* (%) 0.0 100 % sand texture
10 CLAY* (%) 0.0 100 % clay texture
11 ORG* (%) 0.0 100 % material organic texture
12 ZSNL (m) 0.05 0.5 Minimum depth to consider 100 % cover of snow on the ground surface
13 ZPLS (m) 0.05 0.5 Maximum depth of liquid water allowed to be stored on the ground

surface for snow-covered areas
14 ZPLG (m) 0.05 0.5 Maximum depth of liquid water allowed to be stored on the ground

surface for snow-free areas

was reached. The last cycle, a complete 1-year simulation,
was used to compute the annual soil temperature profiles
based on the maximum (maxTsp) and minimum (minTsp)
daily average of soil temperature (Fig. 4). Next, we computed
the difference between maxTsp and minTsp and defined a
depth (h) at which this difference was less than 0.1 ◦C. We
named this depth h as the “non-oscillation depth” of annual
soil temperature. Therefore, h, which is a function of climate
condition, parameter values, and simulated soil depth, repre-
sents the depth at which the soil thermal response remains
invariant over seasons. In other words, the non-oscillation
depth indicates the depth at which the SCD no longer has
a significant effect on the energy balance computed by the
model.

2.5 Experiment 2

To be able to simulate the hydrology using LSMs in cold
regions in the last century (period of record) and in the fu-
ture, it is necessary to correctly set the initial conditions of
the models. When the SCD of the model is considered to be
shallow (no more than 4 m), the initialization can be easily
carried out with a relatively short spin-up period (Yang et al.,
1995). However, with deeper SCDs, the memory of the sys-
tem is longer, and it remembers the past climate regimes and
trends. Therefore, it is necessary to run the model over an ex-
tended period of time to diminish the effect of uncertainty in
initial conditions on model predictions. This is a major chal-
lenge, however, as the typical length of periods of records
(say ∼ 100 years) is not sufficient.

Figure 6. Trend comparison of the annual average air temperature
data (15-year moving average) based on WCH-FD and tree-ring-
based reconstructions.

2.5.1 Methodology of reconstruction

To overcome the above challenge, we stochastically gener-
ated past climate variables, back to year 1678 based on proxy
data of reconstructed summer air temperature described in
Sect. 2.1.2. To this end, we applied a block-bootstrapping
technique (Razavi et al., 2015; Politis and Romano 1994).

The stochastic time series of climate variables were gener-
ated as follows:

1. First, we assumed that the reconstructed summer air
temperature by Szeicz and MacDonald (1995) can be
used as proxy data to derive the past trends in air tem-
perature. The historical temperature trend back to 1678
(THtrend) was estimated by first computing the moving
average with a window of 15 years and then subtracting
the moving average from the annual time series. Fig-
ure 6 compares both temperature trends (15-year mov-
ing average) obtained from WCH-FD data and tree rings
for the same period, showing a reasonable agreement,
with a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.66. The exist-
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Figure 7. Combined air temperature time series generated using the block-bootstrapping technique and WCH-FD. The time series is divided
in two periods. From 1678–1900 the temperature and the other six climate variables were generated using the block-bootstrapping technique
with a block of 5 years assembled on tree-ring-based reconstructions. The 100 realizations (grey lines), the 5–95 % confidence interval (red
lines), and the average of the ensemble (black line) are shown. In the second period (1901–2000) the climate variables are used directly from
the WCH-FD database.

ing discrepancy may be in part due to a lack of consider-
ation of longer-term variability (longer than annual) in
the reconstruction of the time series, an issue explained
in Razavi et al. (2016).

2. Then, we decomposed the WCH-FD temperature time
series (6-hourly time resolution) for the period 1901–
2001 into its trend (based on the 15-year moving aver-
age) and its seasonality component (Tseas).

3. Next, we applied the block-bootstrapping technique
with a block size of 5 years to Tseas. We sampled 45
blocks of 5 years so as to generate a time series long
enough to cover the 1678–1901 period.

4. To finish the reconstruction of the 6-hourly temperature
data, we added Tseas to the THtrend from step (1).

5. The other six climate variables needed by MESH to
run were precipitation, shortwave and longwave radi-
ation, specific humidity, wind, and atmospheric pres-
sure. They were generated by applying the block-
bootstrapping technique with the same time indexes of
the temperature blocks (step 3). In this way, we main-
tained the interdependence between all the climate vari-
ables.

6. Finally, we generated 100 realizations of the climate
variables for the period 1678–1901. The complete cli-
mate time series of 1678–2000 was finally obtained by
combining the generated ones and the WCH-FD data
for 1901–2000. Figure 7 shows the mean annual tem-
perature of these 6-hourly time series generated with the
methodology presented.

2.5.2 Evaluation procedure

We used the 100 realizations of the climate variables of
Sect. 2.5 to run the models with the 50 parameter sets and 17

SCDs used before. For the initial conditions, we used the sta-
bilized model outputs obtained from the 2000 cycles for year
1945 (average with respect to temperature and precipitation).
Finally, the simulated soil temperature profiles obtained were
compared with the observed data (see Sect. 2.1.1) by com-
puting the root mean squared error (RMSE). To evaluate the
model performance in reproducing the observations (1985–
2000), individual maximum and minimum soil temperature
profiles of simulated and observed data were used to com-
pute RMSE for each individual year. Then all the values of
RMSE obtained, one for each year, were averaged to obtain
the overall RMSE of the corresponding simulation.

3 Results

3.1 Soil configuration depth

Using the experiments proposed in Experiment 1, we ex-
plored the combined and individual effects of climate, pa-
rameters, and SCD on the non-oscillation depth of the
soil temperature profile. Figures 8, 9, and 10 summarize
these analyses as 2-D histograms: SCD, hT -non-oscillation
(Fig. 8); years, hT -non-oscillation (Fig. 9); and parameter
sample group, hT -non-oscillation (Fig. 10). Notably, Fig. 8
shows that for SCDs less than 15 m, there is a high proba-
bility that the hT -non-oscillation condition is never reached,
regardless of the parameter values and the climate conditions
(year). For SCDs greater than 20 m, the hT -non-oscillation
condition is always reached, with this condition occurring at
a higher frequency at a depth between 13 and 16 m.

The variability observed in hT -non-oscillation depth for
each SCD is, in general, mainly explained by the variation in
parameter values rather than the year selected (i.e., climate
condition) for spinning up the model (Figs. 9 and 10).

From the previous results, it seems clear that we need
at least an SCD of greater than 20 m to adequately repre-
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Figure 8. The 2-D histogram of SCD and hT -non-oscillation depth.
Counts are normalized by the number of simulations per SCD. The
thick black line separates the frequency of reaching and not reach-
ing the hT -non-oscillation conditions; bins to the left of this line are
for simulations that never reached the hT -non-oscillation condition.

Figure 9. The 2-D histogram of climate condition (years) and hT -
non-oscillation depth. Counts are normalized by the number of sim-
ulations per year. The thick black line separates the frequency of
reaching and not reaching the hT -non-oscillation conditions; bins
to the left of this line are for simulations that never reached the hT -
non-oscillation condition.

sent the temperature dynamics of permafrost. This conclu-
sion is supported by the fact that the soil temperature at
which hT -non-oscillation condition is reached remains in-
variant throughout the annual cycle. The distribution of this
“non-oscillating temperature” is shown using 2-D histograms

Figure 10. The 2-D histogram of parameter and hT -non-oscillation
depth. Counts are normalized by the number of simulations by pa-
rameter sample. The thick black line separates the frequency of
reaching and not reaching the hT -non-oscillation conditions; bins
to the left of this line are for simulations that never reached the hT -
non-oscillation condition.

in Figs. 11 and 12 with respect to the SCD and the climate
conditions (years), respectively.

Figure 11 shows that for shallow SCDs, from 3.1 to 16 m,
there is a tendency to obtain a warmer soil temperature such
that the permafrost is thawed. In the SCDs with the depth of
16 m and deeper, there is much more variability in the soil
temperature (between −6 and 0 ◦C), but with a high proba-
bility that the soil temperature at the hT -non-oscillation con-
dition is between−3 and−2.5 ◦C. In Fig. 12 the effect of the
climate condition can be appreciated. The main behavioural
difference is for the warmest year (1998) when, as expected,
the warmest soil temperatures at the hT -non-oscillation con-
dition occur. As for the other climate conditions, the be-
haviours are quite similar and in general have a range of vari-
ation between −7 and 0.5 ◦C. As before (Fig. 11), the prob-
ability distribution for each climate condition is quite sym-
metrical with a peak value around −2.5 ◦C. A slightly cooler
soil temperature is obtained for the coldest year (1974).

3.2 Lower boundary conditions

Figure 13 shows the 2-D histograms (SCD, hT -non-
oscillation) for simulations where the geothermal flux is not
included (Fig. 13a) and with the geothermal flux (Fig. 13b) in
the lower boundary condition. On both experiments the same
number of models are run ({(17 SCD)× (1 climate year)×
(50 parameters)} = 850). The visual comparison indicates
that the histogram differences are negligible in most cases.
Some marginal differences suggest, as expected, that the
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Figure 11. The 2-D histogram of SCD and temperature at hT -
non-oscillation depth. Only SCDs that have reached the hT -non-
oscillation condition are included. The black line represents the
0 ◦C temperature.

models with a constant geothermal flux result in slightly
warmer soil profiles and slightly deeper non-oscillation depth
compared with no-heat-flow counterparts. These differences
are small, and the results confirm that more than 20 m of
soil depth are needed to adequately represent the tempera-
ture dynamics. To further compare the two scenarios, Fig. 14
shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the dif-
ferences in soil temperature at the non-oscillation depth of
the two simulation scenarios (with and without geothermal
flux at the bottom). As shown, the temperature difference of
the two scenarios is small in most simulations and is within
±0.15 ◦C in approximately 60 % of simulations.

3.3 Initialization by paleo-reconstructions

The previous sections have shown evidence that, regardless
of the climate conditions, parameter uncertainty, and lower
boundary conditions, we need to have an SCD that is deeper
than 20 m. However, such depths make the model initial-
ization problem challenging. Here, we show the results of
our 1-D models with different SCDs and parameter values
when driven by a set of 100 tree-ring, bootstrap-based re-
constructed climate forcing realizations for the period 1678–
2001.

Figure 15a shows a general overview of the model’s abil-
ity to reproduce the observed soil thermal behaviour between
years 1985 and 2000, by plotting the 2-D histogram of SCD
and RMSE. The colours for a specific SCD represent the fre-
quency distribution of RMSE values; the variability in this

Figure 12. The 2-D histogram of climate condition (years) and tem-
perature at hT -non-oscillation depth. Only SCDs that have reached
the hT -non-oscillation condition are included. The black line repre-
sents the 0 ◦C temperature.

distribution includes the effects of different parameter values
and climate forcing realizations. The RMSE was calculated
as described in Sect. 2.5.2. In general, for the shallower SCDs
(say less than 15 m), the RMSE tends to be larger with a
higher variability (1.5 to 9.0 ◦C). The frequency distributions
for deeper SCDs become, however, quite similar regardless
of the depth, with an RMSE range between 1 and 5 ◦C with
a high density around 1.5 to 3.0 ◦C.

In the histogram of Fig. 15a, we included all the simula-
tions, even if in a simulation from Experiment 1 the non-
oscillation conditions had not been reached. Figure 15b,
however, presents only the simulations that have reached the
non-oscillation condition. As can be seen, the histograms of
Fig. 15a and b become the same for SCDs deeper than 16 m
similar. This is explained by the fact that almost all the simu-
lations with SCDs that are sufficiently deep (> 16.0 m) reach
the hT -non-oscillation condition.

Figure 16 shows a series of histograms of RMSE values
generated by the different reconstructed climate series, each
of which is for a different set of parameter values. This fig-
ure is designed to assess the relative effects of the variation
in the different reconstructed climate time series (a manifes-
tation of data uncertainty) and variation in model parameters
(a manifestation of parameter uncertainty) on the variabil-
ity of RMSE. Here, we only take into account the simula-
tions that have reached the hT -non-oscillation condition. As
can be seen, the range of variation in RMSE for each set of
parameter values is quite narrow compared to the union of
all the ranges across the different sets of parameter values.
Therefore, two points can be made here: (1) the variability
observed in RMSE can be attributed mainly to the parameter
variations, indicating the significant role of parameter uncer-
tainty; and (2) the effect of stochasticity in the reconstructed
time series for the period preceding the period of record is
minimal on the model performance in the evaluation period.
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Figure 13. The 2-D histogram of SCD and hT -non-oscillation depth. Counts are normalized by the number of simulation by SCD. The black
line represents the limit at which the conditions reach or do not the hT -non-oscillation conditions. Bins to the left represent SCDs that never
reach the hT -non-oscillation condition. (a) no geothermal flux; (b) constant geothermal flux as lower boundary condition at the bottom of
the soil layers.

Figure 14. Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the soil tem-
perature difference at the hT -non-oscillation depth between simu-
lations with and without geothermal flux.

4 Discussion and conclusions

This study concludes that for permafrost regions, deeper soil
configurations in LSMs are needed than commonly adopted
to be able to correctly simulate the coupled energy and water
balance in the subsurface. This conclusion can be extended
to all Earth system models that incorporate an LSM with per-
mafrost representation. While this conclusion has also been
pointed out by other authors, this work investigated the in-

dividual and joint effects of parameter uncertainty, total soil
depth, lower boundary conditions (geothermal flux), and cli-
mate conditions. Further, this work addresses the uncertainty
in the reconstructions of past climate for model initialization
and also the question of how the initialization should be car-
ried out.

Our analysis shows that the minimum total soil depth
should be around 20 m. This value is the reliable depth con-
sidering uncertainty and variability in model parameters and
climate conditions used to initialize the model and whether
or not the geothermal flux is included as lower boundary con-
dition. The metric defined to assess this depth was based on
a depth at which the annual maximum and minimum of daily
soil temperature are equal, referred to as hT -non-oscillation
condition in this paper. This depth represents a thermally sta-
ble condition and ensures that the lower boundary condition
is deep enough to accommodate a no-heat-flux or constant-
heat-flux boundary condition at the bottom of the soil config-
uration.

The variability observed in the value of hT -non-oscillation
across the many simulations we conducted was mainly ex-
plained by parameter perturbations rather than climate con-
ditions. This assessment was the case for the both sets of
analyses in Experiment 1 and 2. This emphasizes the impor-
tance of recognizing and addressing parameter uncertainty
and raises serious issues with the common practice in using
LSMs with GCMs, where model capabilities are constrained
by using hard coded parameters determined based on look-up
tables (Mendoza et al., 2015).
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Figure 15. The 2-D histograms of SCD and RMSE for the period 1985–2000 when initialized by the bootstrap-based paleo-reconstructions.
In plot (a) all the simulations are included, but in plot (b) only the simulations that have reach the hT -non-oscillation condition are included.

Figure 16. The 2-D histogram of parameter sample and RMSE.
Only the simulations that reached the hT -non-oscillation condition
are included.

We argued that model spin-ups that are based on recy-
cling the 20th century data should be avoided, as simulations
on back-to-back repetitions of any sequence of years with a
warming trend will result in an unrealistically warm soil tem-
perature profile. Instead, we recommend a two-stage proce-
dure to set the initial conditions of the model: in stage 1 (as
conducted in Experiment 1), we spin up the model on an “av-
erage” year and then, in stage 2, we further run the model on
a multi-century-long bootstrap-based paleo-reconstruction to

the beginning of the period of record. The first phase has a
stabilizing effect and assures that coherent state variables and
fluxes are set before subsequent initialization of the model.
This is an important step, as the majority of the LSMs have a
large number of state variables to initialize (e.g., CLASS has
17). For the first step, we recommend selecting an average
year in terms of air temperature and precipitation, and we re-
cycle that year in simulation until the soil temperature profile
is stabilized. Then, in the second step, we recommend using
multi-century-long time series of climate variables generated
based on the procedure proposed in this study. The proposed
procedure reconstructs the time series of temperature using
proxy records of summer temperatures derived from tree
rings and generates the concurrent time series of other cli-
mate variables such as precipitation by applying block boot-
strapping on historical records. We were able to reproduce
quite well the past trends of summer temperature and we in-
cluded the effect of uncertainty in the climate time series by
generating 100 realizations. An important remark here is that
the effect of short-timescale (e.g., annual) fluctuations in the
reconstructed time series used for initialization was minimal,
while low frequency trends were important. The length of re-
constructions required for proper initialization is longer for
deeper SCDs.

Finally, we envision our future work being directed to gen-
eralize the results obtained here by extending the analyses to
other locations where observations of soil profile temperature
and past climate are available. Furthermore, implementing a
variable SCD in regional and global models may be investi-
gated, as also proposed by Brunke et al. (2016) for the Com-
munity Land Model version 4.5. However, the computational
burden is a bottleneck for large-scale simulations. To address
the computational issues, surrogate modelling strategies that
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develop cheaper-to-run statistical or mechanistic surrogates
of the original models may be explored (Razavi et al., 2012),
and also an endeavour may be made by the cryosphere com-
munity to generate a unified gridded data set for the last mil-
lennium or so (Jungclaus et al., 2017; Landrum et al., 2013;
Schmidt et al., 2011) that approximates soil temperature pro-
files with adequate soil depth, considering the effect of pa-
rameter uncertainty via generating ensembles of approxima-
tions.

Data availability. Temperature soil profiles at Normal Wells
are available at http://ftp.maps.canada.ca/pub/nrcan_rncan/
publications/ess_sst/215/215482/of_4635.zip. Proxy climate
records of average summer (June–July) air temperature
based on tree rings for the period 1638–1988 are available at
ftp://ftp.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/paleo/treering/reconstructions/
nwcanada/nwcan-recon.txt.
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